
 

 
 

Mountain Khakis Makes a ‘Sol’ Statement with New Performance Shirts 
MK Technical Fabrics for All-Day Sun Protection for Spring/Summer 2019 

 

JACKSON HOLE, WY (July 9, 2018) – New for Spring/Summer 2019, Mountain Khakis®, the leading 
mountain town-inspired lifestyle apparel brand for men and women, introduces an array of 
performance shirts for men and women featuring the most advanced technical 
materials to keep you cool and protected under the strongest summer rays.  
 
Scrambler Short Sleeve Shirt 
Designed for the on/off-road lifestyle, the Scrambler is ready to kick up some dust. The 
super-tech Scrambler™ fabric is UPF 40+, quick-dry, wicking, easy care with micro vent 
‘ports’ for next-to-skin breathability (hold it up in the light to see). Vented back yoke, 
chest pockets and back armhole for max airflow. Flip-n-snap collar for added sun 
protection on the neck. Sunglass chamois inside left chest pocket. Modified western 
front and back yokes. MCS® Blocker technology. 2.7oz 59% poly, 41% nylon. Classic fit. 
Colors: Gunmetal, Engine Red, Tobacco (shown). MSRP $79.95.  
 
Inlet Short Sleeve Shirt 
Inspired by the fishing cultures of the Pacific Northwest, the limited-edition custom 
Inlet print is actually a summertime savant. Made with our super-tech, stretch Drifter™ 
fabric, the Inlet Shirt is UPF 30+, quick-dry, wicking and easy care. 2 double welt 
pockets with snap closure. Flip-n-snap collar for added sun protection on the neck. 
2.6oz 97% poly, 3% spandex. Classic fit. Colors: Rojo, Lunar, Calypso (shown). MSRP 
$79.95 
 
Women’s Passport Long Sleeve Shirt 
If only your boyfriend’s shirt was as comfortable as the Passport. Lightweight 100% 
quick dry and easy-care polyester twill weave fabric offers a nod to the classic 
men’s oxford shirt with distinctly feminine, western touches. MK signature back 
yoke, full button placket, two chest pockets. Relaxed fit. Colors: Summer Red, 
Aegean, Larkspur (shown). MSRP $84.95 
 
The entire Mountain Khakis Spring/Summer 2019 product line will be on display at 
Outdoor Retailer Summer Market (July 23-26) in booth 49014-UL. 
 
 
 

About Mountain Khakis®  
Rugged. Authentic. Reliable. Timeless. What started as a casual conversation at the Shady Lady Saloon in 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming has become a top-performing mountain inspired lifestyle apparel brand. 
Established in 2003, Mountain Khakis quickly became a staple in the wardrobe of everyone from ranch 
hands to golf pros, those who travel by jet, as well as those who travel by thumb. The Mountain Khakis 
brand story continues to resonate as it connects to the enthusiast who believes that freedom and rugged 
adventure is a way of life. Catch the vibe @MountainKhakis and MountainKhakis.com. 

 
(more) 

http://www.mountainkhakis.com/
https://www.outdoorretailer.com/
https://www.instagram.com/mountainkhakis/
https://www.mountainkhakis.com/
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